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SUMMARY  

EPM 17861 ‘MIRANDA 16’ was granted to CST Lady Annie on 9th February 2012 for a period of 5 years.  Comprising 15 

sub-blocks and located 80km NNE of Mount Isa, the tenement is part of the Miranda Project - a 181 sub-block 

greenfields exploration project targeting copper-gold and lead-zinc mineralisation.  

Exploration activities conducted by CST over EPM 17861 during this first year of tenure were restricted to a desktop 

open-file QDEX search and comprehensive literature review of historical work and a geological reconnaissance field 

visit.  

Previous work on the tenement has included:  

 Stream sediment sampling 

 Rock chip sampling (including samples assaying up to 2.8ppm Au, 0.69% Cu) 

 Regional scale geological mapping 

 An EM Survey  

Work carried out during the 2012-13 reporting period consisted of data compilation and review of the historical data, 

field reconnaissance, geological and structural interpretation.  
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1. COMPANY OVERVIEW 

CST Minerals Lady Annie Pty Ltd (CST) is a wholly owned subsidiary of China Sci Tech Holdings Ltd & is listed on the 

Hong Kong Stock Exchange. CST entered the Australian mining sector three years ago with the acquisition of the Lady 

Annie Copper Project in Northwest Queensland, which also included an extensive portfolio of near mine and regional 

exploration tenements over a range of geological settings in the Mt Isa Inlier. 

In the near term, CST’s exploration focus is on acid-leachable copper targets, especially those within trucking distance 

of the copper SX-EW plant.  CST considers that the long term future of the Lady Annie district will see a shift towards 

mining and processing of sulphide Cu ores. It is expected that further discoveries from ongoing exploration will extend 

the project’s life. 

The targets fall into three broad categories: 

 Oxide and other acid-leachable copper deposits within trucking distance of the planned SX-EW plant; 

 Acid-leachable copper resources not within trucking distance but of sufficient size to support a separate SX-

EW operation; 

 Primary (chalcopyrite) copper deposits, important for longer term growth of the project. 

Whilst the main focus of the company’s exploration activities in 2012 was the upgrade & extension of the Anthill 

deposit by infill drilling at Anthill West, CST is committed to ongoing regional exploration to identify resources for 

future production.  
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2. LOCATION & ACCESS 

EPM 17861 ‘Miranda 16’ is located 80km NNE of Mount Isa, accessed via the Barkly Hwy and north along Lake Julius 

Rd 90km towards the township of Kajabbi. Lake Julius Rd is a gravel road with creek crossings that become impassable 

during flood periods. Alternative access from Cloncurry is north via the Burke Developmental Road for 77km and 

thence northwest along the Kajabbi road for approximately 40 kilometres. The Barkly Highway and Burke 

Developmental Road are both sealed. 

Figure 1 Location map showing tenement with respect to CST tenure. 

EPM  

EPMNUMBE

EPM 17861 
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3. TENURE 

EPM 17861 consists of 15 sub-blocks & was granted on 9
th

 February 2012 for a period of 5 years (Table 1, Figure 2). 

BIM BLOCK SUB-BLOCKS 

NORM 3334 J, K, O, P, T, U, Z 

NORM 3335 D, E, F,L, Q, V 

NORM 3407 A, F 

 

 

Figure 2 EPM17861 sub block identification map. 

 

Map datum for all figures, data and coordinates referred to in this report and associated documents are Map Grid of 
Australia (GDA 94, Zone 54) unless specified otherwise. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1 Sub-block identification. 
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4. GEOLOGICAL SETTING 

Regional Geology 

The Mount Isa Inlier consists of a window of Lower and Middle Proterozoic rocks extending over an area of 

50 000 km
2
. The inlier is overlapped on its margins by younger Proterozoic, Palaeozoic and Mesozoic 

sedimentary basins respectively. Erosional remnants of Palaeozoic and Mesozoic basins and surfaces overlying 

the Proterozoic are also locally preserved.  

The Miranda project area occurs within the Kalkadoon–Ewen province of the Proterozoic Mount Isa Inlier 

(Error! Reference source not found.).   

The Kalkadoon–Ewen province is a north-south elongate tectono-stratigraphic belt which lies between the 

Western Fold Belt and the Mary Kathleen Fold Belt (part of the Eastern Fold Belt).  The Kalkadoon – Leichhardt 

Belt is considered to represent the basement units of the Mount Isa Inlier and has been exposed between the 

Western & Eastern Fold Belts due to uplift during regional tectonic activity. 

The Mount Isa Inlier comprises an older basement core (the Kalkadoon–Ewen province) overlain by three 

younger Mid-Proterozoic sedimentary sequences referred to as Cover Sequences 1, 2 and 3.  These cover 

sequences are related to major episodes of intra-cratonic rift and sag phase sedimentation.  Cover Sequence 3 

is the most significant for base metal mineralisation, hosting the Lady Loretta, Century and Lady Annie deposits 

within the McNamara Group of the Lawn Hill Platform, whilst in the Leichhardt River Fault Trough, the similar-

aged Mt. Isa Group hosts the Mt. Isa, Mt Gordon, Mt Oxide, Hilton and George Fisher deposits. 

The Kalkadoon – Leichhardt Belt consists largely of igneous units (Kalkadoon Batholith and Leichardt Volcanics) 

with some portions of Cover Sequence 2 also mapped, including the Argylla Formation and Ballara Quartzite.  

The project area has been strongly deformed during regional tectonic activity and major regional scale faults 

and numerous shear zones cross-cut the project area. 

Project Geology 

The principal deposits in the vicinity are hosted by lithologies of the central Kalkadoon-Ewen Province. Dacitic 

to rhyolitic metavolcanics dominate the basal Leichhardt Volcanics. Unconformably overlying the Leichhardt 

Volcanics is a sequence of regionally metamorphosed sediments and felsic and mafic volcanics of the Tewinga 

Group (Magna Lynn Metabasalt and Argylla Formation). 

The predominantly sedimentary rocks of the Eastern Fold Belt Province unconformably overlie the Kalkadoon-

Ewen Province rocks along the eastern margin of the area. These sediments tend to be calcareous in nature. 

Granitic rocks of the Kalkadoon Batholith, and lesser mafic stocks, sills and dykes intruded the central 

Kalkadoon-Ewen rocks prior to the deposition of the overlying Eastern and Western Fold Belts. 

All known copper mineralisation of the area is confined to shears or dilational zones developed at the 

intersection of two or more structures. Numerous small deposits are spatially associated with mafic intrusive 

bodies. Copper mineralisation occurs within quartz veins, on shear planes and as void fills, and was emplaced 

from late D2 to late D3. No mineralization associated with D1 has been noted in the area.  

The deposits are predominantly small, and oxidized to depths of up to 80m. The depth of oxidation is generally 

proportional to the size of the shear or structure hosting the mineralization. Typically, the deposits are zoned 

from malachite/azurite and/or chrysocolla at surface to chalcocite, cuprite, tenorite and native copper in the 

transition zone, to chalcopyrite at depth. 
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Figure 3 Mount Isa Inlier – Regional Geology 
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Figure 4 EPM17861 geology 

Miranda 16 lies due west of a major fault structure (generally) separating Leichardt Volcanics to the east from younger 

Surprise Creek and Quilalar Formation rocks to the west. This fairly deep structure (figure 5) appears to have thrust a 

slice of Kalkadoon Granodiorite to the surface; however the relationship of this event to the intense network of 

smaller-scale faults in the region is unknown. 

Within the tenement itself, Surprise Creek and Quilalar Formation rocks are the most extensive, however small 

packages of Leichardt Volcanics, metabasalts and Argylla Formation rocks are seen in the southern two sub-blocks. 
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5. HISTORICAL EXPLORATION WORK 

17 permits have previously covered all or part of EPM 17861. Table 2 shows the companies that have held the 
historical tenements and the year granted. No existing prospects have been found in historical literature 
 

EPM Company Year Granted 

204 MIM Ltd 1962 

366 MIM Ltd 1966 

651 Valiant Exploration and Tipperary Land and Exploration Corporation 1969 

2561 CRA Exploration Pty Ltd 1980 

3260 CRA Exploration Pty Ltd 1982 

4839 Poseidon Minerals Ltd 1987 

7914 Placer Exploration Ltd 1991 

652 Valiant Exploration 1970 

1527 Australian Hanna Ltd. 1975 

1115 Triako Mines NL. 1972 

5356 Australian Ores & Minerals 1988 

8979 CRA Exploration Pty. NR 

7114 Placer Exploration Ltd. 1990 

7913 Placer Exploration Ltd. 1991 

9867 Detlex Pty. 1994 

13599 MIM Ltd. 2002 

14282 Matrix Metals 2007 

 
Table 2 Historical tenure covering EPM17861 

Little exploration has been completed on EPM17861. Regional sampling programmes consisting stream sediment and 

rock chip samples have been completed – however no anomalous results have been found apart from one rock chip 

assaying 609 ppm Cu. Figure  

The western portion of the tenement is covered by an aerial EM survey conducted by BHP Minerals in 1995. 

 

 

Figure 5 Historical Sampling & Geophysics Worms 
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Figure 6 Miranda Project Historical Geochemical Sampling

EPM 17861 

EPM 17861 

EPM 17861 

EPM 17861 
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6. CST EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES 2012-2013 

Exploration activity by CST Lady Annie Exploration over the current anniversary period has consisted of: 

 Data compilation. 

 Full historical literature review of the tenement and the rest of the Miranda Project area – has revealed that 

a majority of high resolution geophysical datasets over the area are not available open file, and where 

available tend to be coarse quality.  

 Geological reconnaissance of the project. 

A field trip to CSTs White Hills and Miranda projects was carried out by two CST exploration geologists in November 

2012. A temporary camp was erected near the Dobbyn mine from which four days of reconnaissance was carried out. 

Multiple prospects were inspected within the Miranda Project to gain an understanding of local geology and 

mineralisation styles.  

 

7. FUTURE EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES 

EPM 17861 lies in a favourable position relative to the major fault structure indicated in Figure 5. With the gravity 

worms showing a high level of upper continuance, this structure is considered to be deep-seated with the potential to 

host mineralisation sourced from metal-bearing source rocks associated with the Kalkadoon Granodiorite.    

MIRANDA 16 remains a prospective regional tenement for CST and as such the following exploration is planned for the 

2013 - 2014 field season. Programs will include: 

 Soil sampling 

 1:1000 scale mapping 

 Follow up RC drilling targeting soil anomalies, potentially in relation to the NE-SW trending fault. 

 

8. STATEMENT OF COMPLIANCE 

The company submits that this Annual Report satisfies the reporting requirements of the Queensland Department of 

Natural Resources & Mines (DNRM). 
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APPENDIX A – Acknowledgement & Warranty 
 

1. Subject to 2, the mining tenement holder acknowledges that this report, including the material, information and 

data incorporated in it, has been made under the direction or control of the State of Queensland (the State) 

within the meaning of section 176 of the Copyright Act 1968 (Cwlth).  

2. To the extent that copyright in any material included in this report is not owned by the State, the mining 

tenement holder warrants that it has the full legal right and authority to grant, and does hereby grant, to the 

State, subject to any confidentiality obligation undertaken by the State, the right to do (including to authorise any 

other person to do) any act in the copyright, including to:  

 use;   

 reproduce;   

 publish;  

 communicate in electronic form to the public, such material, including any data and information 

included in the material.  

3. Without limiting the scope of 1 and 2 above, the mining tenement holder warrants that all relevant authorisations 

and consents have been obtained for all acts referred to in 1 and 2 above, to ensure that the doing of any of the 

acts is not unauthorised within the meaning of section 29(6) of the Copyright Act 1968 (Cwlth). 

 


